Reasons to Get Screened
1 IN 8 WOMEN
will develop breast cancer in her lifetime.5

8 OUT OF 9 WOMEN
diagnosed with breast cancer have
no family history.6

But, with early detection, the five-year
survival rate is almost 100%.7
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Breast cancer survivor and nine-time
GRAMMY® award winner Sheryl Crow
chooses the Genius™ 3D™ mammogram.

“I opted for a Genius™
3D™ mammogram
because early detection
is what saved my life."
– BREAST CANCER SURVIVOR
AND NINE-TIME GRAMMY®
AWARD WINNER SHERYL CROW

Why Choose the Genius™ Exam?
The Genius™ 3D MAMMOGRAPHY ™ exam is the
only mammogram proven to detect breast cancers
15 months earlier,1 reduce unnecessary callbacks
by up to 40%,2,3 and find 41% more invasive
cancers than conventional mammography alone.2

How it
Works
The Genius™ 3D
MAMMOGRAPHY ™ exam
allows doctors to examine
your breast tissue layer by
layer. So, instead of viewing
all of the complexities of your
breast tissue in a flat image,
as with conventional 2D
mammography, fine details
are more visible and no
longer hidden by the tissue
above or below.
More than 100 clinical
studies have shown that
by using this technology,
doctors are able to screen
for breast cancer with
much greater accuracy2—
regardless of a woman’s age
or breast density.4

What to
Expect During
Your Exam
The process of a Genius™ 3D
MAMMOGRAPHY ™ exam is the
same as your conventional 2D exam.
The technologist will position you,
compress your breast, and take images
from different angles. There’s no
additional compression required with
the Genius™ 3D MAMMOGRAPHY ™
exam, and only requires a few extra
seconds to receive a more accurate
reading of the breast tissue.
The technologist will view the images
of your breasts at the computer
workstation to ensure quality images
have been captured for review. A
radiologist will then examine the
images and report results to either
your physician or directly to you.

Early detection saves lives. Ask about getting the Genius™ 3D MAMMOGRAPHY ™ exam today!

